NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
SHIP INSPECTION PROGRAM

2017 RVOC MEETING

Purpose
The major purposes of the NSF Ship Inspection Program are:
1.To assure that the capabilities of the research vessel and technical support
meet accepted scientific community standards and expectations;
2.To assure the seaworthiness and safety of research vessels supported by
NSF meet or exceed the standards set forth by the UNOLS Research Vessel
Safety Standards (RVSS), and applicable requirements of the International
Maritime Organization, American Bureau of Shipping (ABS), the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR), and the U.S. Coast Guard;
3.To ensure NSF-owned ships as capital assets, are being adequately
maintained;
4.To ensure NSF-funded science is scheduled on properly outfitted and
maintained vessels.

Recently Completed

Upcoming Inspections

Best Practices & Areas for
Improvement:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effective safety briefs
Realistic drills
Mitigating risk factors associated with fatigue
Lithium Battery policies and procedures
Appendix A extenuating circumstance procedures
Use of Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants and Fluids. VGP
Annual Report must identify the complete brand names of
EALs used. The vessel should also maintain a copy of
certificates and technical data sheets for each EAL. Applies to
wire rope.

Best Practices: Safety Brief
• Welcome aboard handout
•
•

•
•

• ATLANTIS
Ship-specific safety information
• Use ship photos, PowerPoint or videos
• ATLANTIC EXPLORER, SALLY RIDE, PELICAN
Safety Brief
• Pre underway is best
• Provide information prior to cruise
• SALLY RIDE, REVELLE
Be sure to include shipboard policies
• Harassment, drug & alcohol, environmental, etc.
Reinforce in the Cruise Planning Manual, ship’s web site, in labs and
in staterooms

Best Practices: Realistic Drills

Areas for Improvement:
Mitigating Fatigue

Areas for Improvement:
Mitigating Fatigue
•

NTSB states the best defense against a fatigue-related
navigation casualty is a well-rested watchstander who
is later relieved by another watchstander

•

To prevent these types of casualties, the Coast Guard
recommends that vessel owners take advantage of the
existing technology that can help prevent persons from
falling asleep at the helm. Such technology may
include the installation of watchstander alarms.
However, it is critically important that such equipment
should only be used as backup measures and not as a
methodology to facilitate a navigator’s sleep while
underway.

•

Ultimately, fatigue-related accidents can be avoided
with a combination of
– science-based regulations,
– comprehensive fatigue risk management
programs,
– individual responsibility

Best Practices: Lithium Batteries
Policy should account for:

• Maintenance of the system and
•
•
•
•
•

emergency procedures in case of failure.
Climate control of the battery
compartment and ventilation
arrangement.
Fire detection and suppression
capability.
Structural fire protection surrounding
the batteries, and emergency electrical
isolation.
Battery module design and functionality
of the monitoring system.
Capability of the battery management
system to regulate charging and
discharging.

Best Practices: Appendix A
Extenuating Circumstance Procedures

•Operators shall develop a procedure on how, and under what
circumstances, the vessel will safely continue operations in
the event the operating requirements are not met .
•RV BARNES drafted 4 emergency scenarios while
overboarding science gear including: tension member in
propeller, package stuck on the bottom, winch failure, and
loss of ship’s power.
•RV SIKULIAQ drafted winch/overboard handling system
electronic control failure (getting the gear aboard).

Best Practices: Environmentally
Acceptable Lubricants [EAL]
•

All vessels (not only new vessels) must use
environmentally acceptable lubricants (EALs) in all oilto-sea interfaces, unless technically not feasible.

•

EPA defines EALs as lubricants that are
“biodegradable” and “minimally-toxic” and are “not
bioaccumulative”.

•

The vessel’s Annual Report must identify the complete
brand names of EALs used. The vessel should also
maintain a copy of certificates and technical data
sheets for each EAL.

•

EALs are only mandated for use in specific oil-to-sea
interfaces. Vessels are not required to change to an
EAL for above deck equipment, but EPA strongly
encourages the use.

Oil-to-Sea Interfaces include:
•Controllable pitch propeller
•Thrusters
•Stern tubes
•Thruster bearings
•Stabilizers
•Rudder bearings (excluding
head bearing)
•Azimuth thrusters
•Wire rope
•Mechanical equipment subject
to immersion (including dredges
and grabs)

Overboard Handling Systems:
The BIG picture still applies:
The Overboard Handling System (OHS) should be designed
to withstand and operate in excess of the breaking
strength of the strongest section of tension member to be
used in any condition of loading with an appropriate factor
of safety.
Note that 46 CFR 189.35 does not specifically allow for
weak links or render capability.

Overboard Handling Systems:
Overloaded Lifting Gear:
Several catastrophic failures of
masts, booms, and lift cables have
occurred on vessels that have
resulted in loss of life and severe
injuries.
The Coast Guard strongly
recommends:

•Know the design limits of load

bearing structures and winches,
hoist, and haul components;
•Ensure they are inspected and
tested on a regular basis;
•Evaluate and revise operational
procedures as needed.

Congratulations!
Fastest MOB Recovery, Best Grub
& Cleanest Bilge Winners

Questions?

